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Chapter 1

What is the Bean Machine
The Bean Machine is a program designed for basic statistical process control training.
It provides visual models to explain variation, adjustment strategies, and charting. It
also contains a programmable computer simulation to be used in a process control
class.

Who was the Bean Machine designed for
The Bean Machine was designed for teachers and trainers of statistical process
control. Also, people learning process control can benefit greatly from this program
by trying different “what if” scenarios.

How the Bean Machine can be used
Bean Machine
Explaining
Variation
Control limits
Effects of changing sample sizes
Effects of subgrouping
Rational subgrouping
Measurement systems
Adjustment strategies
Show measurement effects and charting strategies
Bead Box
Explaining
P & nP Charts
Stable systems
Management errors
Variable subgroup sizes
Chip Box
Explaining
C & U Charts
Problems encountered using C & U Charts
How a distributions shape effects interpreting charts
Funnel Experiment
Show the four Deming adjustment strategies and their effects
Explain these adjustment strategies
Compare adjustment strategies
Try new adjustment strategies
Stat Game
Allow students a hands on example to control charting
Give you the ability to define a simulation that people can
relate to
Allows an instructor the ability to view the classes understanding of material

Introduction

Equipment needed to run the Bean Machine
486 computer
8 meg memory
5 meg free disk space
Windows 3.1 or higher

Suggestions for use in a classroom
To use in a classroom you should have either an overhead projector with video display unit
(active matrix preferable) or large screen TV(s) hooked up by a TV adapter. A hand held
remote mouse is helpful.
Advantages of video display with overhead projector
Portability
Clearer images
Disadvantages of video display with overhead projector
Cost. Units run from $1,500 to $10,000.
Need a good high power overhead projector.
Animation effects don’t display unless an active matrix video display
unit is used .
.....Active matrix doesn’t work well without a high power overhead projector.
Advantages of TV adapters hooked to TV’s
Good color resolution
Inexpensive. TV adapters cost $150 to $650.
Large screen TV(s) that cost $500 to $5000
Portability, the unit is very small, but a TV is needed at the presentation location
Disadvantages of TV adapters
Video images are not very clear, small text cannot be read.
Many adapters, cables and a RF module are needed to assure a
proper connection.

Philosophy behind the Bean Machine
The Bean Machine allows teaching any concept or theory relative to variation. This was
done for several reasons:
Allow showing flaws with different theories
Allow people teaching these theories to have a greater understanding
of other theories
With this in mind, be careful. Just because you are allowed to plot data a certain way
doesn’t mean that it is correct to do this.
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Chapter 1

The install disk
The install disk will create a directory to hold the program and related files.
The suggested location and name is C:\BMW , however it may be loaded onto
any drive that has at least 5 meg. free. There will be several files loaded into
your WINDOWS directory. These files are common files that could be used by
other programs. If there are newer versions of these files on your system they
will be used instead of the versions included on the install disk.

Setup instructions
For Windows 3.1, 3.11 or Windows NT 3.51:
Insert CD into CD-disk drive.
In Program Manager, choose Run from the File menu.
Type d:\setup, where d” is the letter assigned to the CD-drive.
Click OK and follow instructions on the screen
For Windows 95:
Insert CD into CD-disk drive
Select Start, then Run
In the Run box, type d:\setup, where “d” is the letter assigned to the CD drive.
Select OK and follow instructions on the screen.

Note: If you get a "File Is Currently In Use" Error while installing
the Bean Machine For Windows, choose the Ignore Button.

Introduction
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Conventions Used In This Book
When the Bean Machine is loaded you will notice the standard drop down
menus at the top of the screen

Functions found on this drop down menu will be shown as a small drop down
menu like this. Keyboard shortcut: )EG.

BeanMach
:
Multiple Drop
:

Buttons to press on the Tab Bar will be displayed like this.
Button to Press

BeanMach

Located On Tab

If keystrokes are available that will perform a function they will be shown like
this.
In this case all three actions will perform the same function of turning the
multiple drop On/Off.

F2
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Quick Start
To run the Bean Machine do the following:
Start the Bean Machine program by double clicking on the Bean Machine for
Windows icon.
When the Bean Machine is loaded you should see this Dialog Box:

The six large buttons allow you easy access to the six primary elements of the
Bean Machine program. They are:
Open Presentation
A Presentation is a series of Bean Machines
along with their keystrokes that have been
saved to be used for a class or lecture.
Presentations allow you to take your mind off
remembering which keys to press and
concentrate on the lecture material.

For more
information
See Page 138
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Chapter 2
Quincunx

Quick Bean Machine
This Creates a default Bean Machine
A Bean Machine is a Quincunx, a device
that drops beads through a series of pins
producing a pile at the bottom that is a
histogram of the variation produced.

For more
information
See Page 22

Quick Bead Box
This Creates a default Bead Box

Bead Box

A Bead Box is a box that contains beads of
different colors. A paddle with holes in it,
is used to take samples. It is used for
teaching probability theory and the
Deming red bead exercise.

For more
information
See Page 82

Mechanical Versions of
the Quincunx, Bead Box
Chip Box and Funnel are
available through:

Lightning Calculator
P.O. Box 611
Troy Michigan
48099-0611
Phone 248-641-7030

Quick Start
Quick Chip Box
This creates a default Chip Box

17

Chip Box

A Chip Box is box that contains
numbered chips (like poker chips)
whose numbers are made up from a
described distribution. It's primary
used is teaching attribute control
charts.
Quick Funnel

For more
info. See
Page 92

Funnel

This creates a Default Funnel
A Funnel is a device used to explain
Deming's four funnel rules. It is a funnel
that you drop a ball through and plot the
point where the ball lands.

For more
information
See Page 103

Mechanical Versions of
the Quincunx, Bead Box
Chip Box and Funnel are
available through:

Lightning Calculator
P.O. Box 611
Troy Michigan
48099-0611
Phone 248-641-7030
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Quick Stat Game
Takes you the the Stat Game.
The Stat Game is a Computer simulation designed to
be used in a classroom. It allows students to run a
process and collect data. They can make adjustments to the process. A report shows them how they
did. This simulation can be used with up to six
teams, each team with their own process to run.

For more
information
See Page 116

Quick Start
If you desire to go to the design mode for any individual machine type press the close
button in the upper right hand corner.

Any time you wish to enter quick mode press the Quick Mode Button at the bottom of
the screen.
Note: You cannot enter quick mode if a Presentation is open.
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Bean Machine

A Bean Machine is a
Quincunx, a device that
drops beads through a
series of pins producing a
pile at the bottom that is a
histogram of the variation
produced.
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Quick Start Bean Machine
Create
Click on the Quick Bean Machine Button to create a default Bean Machine.

Note: If the Quick Screen is not showing Click on the Quick Button.
The default Bean Machine will be produced and looks like this:
Run-Order Chart
Bean Machine (Quincunx)

40 rows of
process pins
Lower Limit=10
Upper Limit=30
Scale to show
bean position

Bean Machine

Quick Start Bean Machine
Run

At the top of the screen you will see a row of Tabs, selecting a Tab will
display different command buttons. In the picture above the BeanMach tab is
selected showing a set of buttons that are used to control the Bean Machine.
If you select a different Tab you will see different command buttons, for
example if you selected the Adj.Limits tab you would see:

To run the Bean Machine select the BeanMach Tab.

Next click on the run button, this will start beans falling through the pins.

View
:
Run
:

BeanMach

On the left we have a Run Order Chart and on the right is the falling beans.
To stop the beans from falling press the run button again.

23
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BeanMach
Fast Modes F2
There are two way you can speed the Bean Machine up. Click on the Multiple Drop button. This causes several beans to dropped through the pins at
the same time.
F2
$
BeanMach
:
Multiple Drop
:

BeanMach

Bean Counter.
Counts Number of Beans
run through the pins.

I
BeanMach
:
Fast Mode On/Off
:

Fast Mode
The other way to speed the Bean Machine up is the Fast Mode. The Fast
Mode does not display the beans falling, only the accumulation at the bottom.

Bean Machine
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BeanMach
Slow Modes
Single Step
You can put the Bean Machine in a single step mode that will only drop the
Bean one step in it’s path through the Bean Machine. To use this option you
must do the following:
1. Press the Single Step Mode button to put in single step mode.
2. Press the Run button.
Note: Pressing H will put it in Single Step and Run Mode.

H
BeanMach
:
Single Step
:

BeanMach

Advance Step
When the Bean Machine is in the Single Step Mode pressing this button will
advance the Bean one step in its journey from the top to the bottom.

BeanMach
:
Advance Step
:

These options help in explaining how the Bean Machine works.
BeanMach

Slower/Faster
Pressing the Slow Motion button down will cause the action
on the Bean Machine to be slowed down. Clicking on it
again to the Up position will return the motion to normal.

Speed Slower
Speed Faster

Also pressing>will slow the machine , pressing> several times will
slow the machine down more. The@ key will speed it back up.

>
@

BeanMach
Speed Slower
Speed Faster

BeanMach
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BeanMach
Clearing
F5
BeanMach
:
Clear
:

BeanMach

Before
Clearing

After
Clearing

Clear
To clear the beans from the Bean Machine press the Clear button. If you are
displaying a Run Order Chart it will also be cleared. If you are displaying any
of the Stat charts you will be given an option as to whether to clear the chart
or not.

Bean Machine

Adj/Limits
Limits
The Bean Machine allows you to set different limits. The different limits are
defined as follows:
Left/Right RED
These are the Auto Adjustment Limits.
When a bean is to the left of the left limit or to the right of the right limit a
signal is send to the bean machine to adjust. The Red Limits are the only
limits that have this adjust property. If you are not using the Auto Adjust
feature then the Red Limits can be used for anything.
Left/Right Green
These limits can be used for anything.
Left/Right Blue
These limits can be used for anything.

Limits

Clicking the Limits drop down listallows you to select a limit. Once selected
you can move the limits two different ways.

27
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Adj/Limits
Move Limits & Funnel

9
7

The move active limit left/right buttons will move the active limit to the left or
right.
Move Left
Move Right
Click on the Bean Machine where you want to place the limit.
The left mouse button will place the left limit.
The right mouse button will place the right limit.

BeanMach
Move
Active Limit Left
Active Limit Right

Adj/Limits

^
*O



Draw
:
Show Limits
:

Show Limits On/Off Control L
The Show Limits button allows you to turn the limits on and off with one
keystroke. The Show Limits On/Off turns all limits On or Off. If a limit is
not showing when Show Limits is ON then the limit is off the display to the
left or right.

Adj/Limits

(
'
BeanMach
Move
Funnel Left
Funnel Right

Adj/Limits

Move Funnel Left
Move Funnel Right
You can also move the
funnel by dragging it with
the mouse. Move the
cursor to the funnel and
hold the left mouse button
down and drag it to the
position you want.

Bean Machine

Adj/Limits
Auto Adjust Strategy

You may select any one of the four adjustment rules:
1. No Adjustment.
2. Adjust/Memory.
Move funnel a distance equal to the (target-last bean).
This move is made from the current funnel position.
3. Adjust/No Memory.
Move funnel a distance equal to the (target-last bean).
This move is made from the Target.
4. Move Funnel To Last.
This moves the funnel over the last part run.
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Adj/Limits
Stop Modes
Stop When Out of Spec
When this button is down the Bean Machine will stop whenever a bean is

F6
BeanMach
Stop

made out of spec.

When Out Of Spec

Adj/Limits

F12
BeanMach

When Ball Hits Bottom
When this button is down the Bean Machine will stop whenever a bean hits
the bottom.

Stop
When Ball Hits Bottom

Adj/Limits

F12
BeanMach
Stop
Stop After Taking Sample

Adj/Limits

Stop After Taking Sample
When this button is down the Bean Machine will stop each time a sample is
taken.

Bean Machine

Bean Machine
Run Order
The normal charting mode for the Bean Machine is the Run Order Chart.
If you go to the design mode you can create a Bean Machine that will work
with control charts. In the Bean Machine there is a difference in the way data
is handled between Run-Order Charts and Control Charts.
A Run-Order chart contains all of the data. You have no control over what
data is used, the data is simply the output of the Beans that have been run.
You can perform any calculations you desire on this data with the Calc
button. You can also display the data’s averages and ranges and any limits
you desire.
Control Charts allow you to select the data to be
plotted. They use standard control limit calculations.
On the Run Order Chart you can view the following:
Averages of data
Ranges of data
Individual Beans
Funnel Movement data
Input Distribution data
Actual Bean Size data
Measured Bean Size data
Limits based on the defined calculations
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Run Order
Display Modes

D
Chart
:
View Average
:

Average
The Average button will show the averages of the data being displayed based
on the set sample size. Pressing it again will remove the averages from the
chart. Also notice the line connecting the dots will change from connecting
individuals to connecting averages when averages are shown. This is done to
help clean up the chart.

RunOrder

U
Chart
:
View Range
:

RunOrder

Range
Press the Range button on the RunOrder Tab to show the ranges of the
data being displayed based on the set
sample size. Press the key once more
to remove the range.

L
Chart
:
View Individuals
:

RunOrder

Individuals
The View Individuals key toggles the display of individuals on and off.

Bean Machine
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Run Order
Display Modes
View Funnel Movement
You can show the funnel movement plotted on the Run-Order chart by
pressing the View Funnel Position.

Chart
:
View Funnel
Position

RunOrder

Chart

View Input Distribution
If you are using an Input distribution you can display this data on the RunOrder chart by pressing the View Input Distribution button.

:
View Input
Distribution

RunOrder

View Actual Distribution
This allows you to view the data of the Actual part before the measurement
system.

Chart
:
View Actual
Distribution

RunOrder
Chart

View Measured Distribution
This allows you to display the data after it is measured on the Run-Order
chart. (Note: You must be using the measurement option, see page 67).

:
View Measured
Distribution

RunOrder
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Run Order
Display Modes

*K
Chart

View Histogram
This button toggles between displaying the data in Run Order and the Histogram mode.

:
View Histogram
:

RunOrder


Chart
:
Connect Dots
:

RunOrder

Connect Dots
This button toggles between showing the dots connected and not connected
on the Run Order chart.
Note: When displaying both averages and individuals on the Run Order chart
the individuals dots are not connected, only the averages are connected.

Bean Machine
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Run Order
Display Modes
View Horizontal Lines
Displays Horizontal Lines on the Run Order Chart. The lines look like this:

Chart
:
View Horizontal
Lines

RunOrder

View Vertical Lines
Displays Vertical Lines on the Run Order Chart. The lines look like this.
These lines are useful for explaining averages and ranges, the vertical line
spacing will be equal to the sample size.

Chart
:
View Vertical
Lines

RunOrder
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Run Order
Display Modes
Chart
:
View Avg/Rng
Chart

View Average and Range Charts
Displays both the Average and Range Run Order charts.

RunOrder

Chart
:
View Avg Chart
:

View Average Chart
Zooms in on the Average Run Order chart.

RunOrder

Chart
:
View Rng Chart
:

RunOrder

View Range Chart
Zooms in on the Range Run Order chart.

Bean Machine

Calculate Limits button
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Run Order
Calculate Limits

The Run-Order Tab contains a very powerful programmable Limit calculation
feature that’s as easy to use as a spreadsheet.

F11
Chart
:
Calculate Limits
:

RunOrder

With this Calculator you can do the following:
Calculate X-Bar and R Control Limits
Open another spreadsheet that will calculate other limits
Design and save your own calculations using the spreadsheet
When you first open the calculator the spreadsheet is loaded with a spreadsheet named BMWMAIN.XLS. This spreadsheet is the one for calculating XBar and R control limits. The name BMWMAIN.XLS is protected so if you
make changes you must save the changes out as another name.
This spreadsheet has the formulas loaded but the Run-Order data has not yet
been loaded into it, notice the zeros in the calculator windows.

Type of Data to Use
When calculating Limits you should first pick the type of data to use. It can
be actual, funnel move, input distribution or measured data.

38
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Run Order
Calculate Limits
Steps to Calculate X-Bar and R Control Limits

Order

1. Pick Type of Data to Use.
2. Set sample size being used (Type value in sample size box).
3. Press “Apply” button. This makes necessary sample size
changes to the spreadsheet.
4. Press “Fill SS” button to fill the spreadsheet with the Rundata.
5. Press “OK” button. You should now have control
limits on your Run-Order chart.

Open another Limit Calculation spreadsheet
1. Click Open “SS” (you will see a list of limit spreadsheet).
2. Double click on the spreadsheet you want to use. (In this
case use BMWSTDEV.XLS

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pick “Type of Data” to Use.
Set “Sample Size” (in this case it does not apply).
If Using a Sample Size then Press the “Apply” button.
Press “Fill SS” button to fill the Spreadsheet with data.
Press the “OK” button.

Bean Machine

Run Order
Calculate Limits
Design Your Own Limit Calculation spreadsheet

If you are familiar with working with spreadsheets you can design you own
Limit Calculation Spreadsheet.
In this spreadsheet you will need to define the data in certain cells, these cells
are defined as:
Cells A1 thru A8 and B1 thru B8 (these cells are used for the display windows).

A1:B8 define the
display window.
B1:B8 hold the
Limit Formulas.
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Run Order
Calculate Limits
Cell

Description of contents

A10 thru A14

Word descriptions of what cells B10
thru B14 contain.

B10

This is the starting column where
the Run-Order data is to be copie.

B11

The starting row where where the
Run_order data will be copied.

B12

Column number of a Cell to be
copied across the spreadsheet.

B13

Row number of a cell to be copied
across the spreadsheet.

Defines the maximum number of
samples that can be used. (This
B14
number is also used to define the
amount of data to be copied).
These rows are set aside for
B15 thru B19 copying. Anthing in these cells will
be copied accross the spreadsheet.

The formulas in these cells
are copied across the
spreadsheet.

The fill data starts here and gets filled
in going down for the number defined
by the sample size.

Bean Machine

Run Order
Calculate Limits
Save Limit Calculation Spreadsheet
To save the Spreadsheet you create type a name in
the file name box and press “Save SS”

Pack

There are two scroll bars at the bottom of the Run Order chart. The top one
packs the data closer together. If you move the scroll bar all the way to the
left side, it will display the data in a histogram.
The lower scroll bar scrolls the data to the left, allowing you to view data that
is off the screen.
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Distributions
Defined
What is a distribution?
A distribution is a pile of Beans that have been defined. They have a Name
and Runorder and can be used for the following:
Input to the Bean Machine
Funnel Movement
To define what the Actual output will look like
To define what the Measured output will look like
How do you create a distribution?
One way to create a distribution is to run the Bean Machine and create a pile
of parts.

Sample
Distribution

Remember that the run order will be saved with the distribution.

Bean Machine
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Distributions
Defined

Snapshot Distribution
You can snapshot a distribution. This option allows you to specify what
distribution to snapshot, and also allows you to give that distribution a name.

Q
File

Notice that you can save
the Input distribution,
the Funnel movement,
the Actual Ball Distribution, or the Measured
Ball Distribution

:
Snapshot
DIstribution

File

The Name of this distribution will be added to the list of saved distributions.
Load Distribution
To use this distribution, select the Load Distribution option and select where
you want to load the distribution (Input, Funnel, Actual or Measured). Next,
select the distribution name from the dropdown list of distribution names.

P
File
:
Load Distribution

File

Next select the Flow Type:
Last In First Out reverses the order that they were run.
First In First Out run the beans in the order they were produced.
Random Out randomizes the output.
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Distributions
Defined
If we take the Sample Distribution we just saved (shown below) and load it as
the Input Distribution, this is what we would get:
The Saved Distribution

Loaded into the input distribution

The balls will fall from this input distribution in the order specified by the
flow type.

Bean Machine

Distributions
Defined
If you load the distribution as the Funnel distribution, the distribution will
cause funnel movements when running. The funnel will be position at the
next value in the input distribution, then the next bean will be dropped
through the process.
The Funnel Moves

Funnel Movement

If you choose to load the Actual distribution then you will get a duplicate of
the Saved Distribution.

45
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Distributions
Defined
If you load the distribution as the Measured distribution, you will get a
measured output that is the same as the saved distribution.

If you look at the actual distribution, it will show the distribution minus the
measurement error.

Measurement is discussed in Bean Machine Create.

Bean Machine
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Distributions
Defined
You can also define a distribution using raw data in a spreadsheet format.
File
:
Define Distribution

Type in your data.
Give the distribution a Name.

Number of Cols is the number of columns on the Bean Machine that the data
will be fit into. Forty is a good number to use (unless you are defining a Bean
Machine with set ball sizes). The Fit Data to [75%] dropdown allows you to
select how wide this data will be relative to the number of columns selected.
If you select 75% and 40 columns, then the beans will fall in the middle 30
columns (40 x .75 = 30).
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Distributions
Defined

You can also use a Numeric scale instead of the Column scale. If you choose
this option you will be able to define the Min and Max numbers, and the
format of the scale. The “Calc Min - Max to Scale” button will find the Min
and Max values of the data that has been entered.
There are two ways to have the data read, Row or Col.

If you chose Row, the runorder of the falling beans would be:
15,33,17,14,22,32......
If you chose Col then the runorder would be:
15,22,34,16,25,33,32.....

Bean Machine

Distributions
Defined
You can load data from an Excel Spreadsheet.
The spreadsheet must be saved as an Excel 4 spreadsheet.
Load Excel Spreadsheet

Select the data to be Extracted, and press the Extract Data By Selection
button.
You can also save the data you have entered to an Excel Spreadsheet by
pressing the Save SS button.

When you press the OK button, this data will be saved to a distribution (in this
case the name will be Sample).
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Draw
Distributions
Draw Tab
There are the different drawing tools available in the Bean Machine that can
be used to graphically define different variation concepts.
Overlay Distribution
This allows you to overlay a distribution over the top of a distribution that you
have run. The overlay allows you to compare one distribution against
another.
You must select the distribution that you want to overlay by clicking on the
Distribution Dropdown List located on the Draw tab.

The selected distribution will be overlaid on the Bean Machine.

*R

This Overlaid Distribution can be toggled On/Off by clicking on one of these
options.

Draw
:
Overlay Distribution
:

Draw

Distributions are defined as Actual or Measured. Actual means before the
measurement system. Measured means the distribution as seen through the
measurement system. See measurement on page 75 for more information.

Bean Machine

Draw
Creating Overlay Distributions
The Overlay Distributions are created by the following actions:
F5

Clearing the Bean Machine will save the current displayed distribution as the
Last Actual Distribution. If the measurement pins are displayed, the Last
Measured Distribution will also be saved.
Pressing R will toggle the Last overlay distribution On/Off.

BeanMach
:
Clear
:

BeanMach

Pressing the N will save the current distribution as the user defined Keep
distribution, both Actual and Measured.
Pressing X will toggle the User defined Keep overlay distribution On/Off.

N
X
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Draw
Bell Curve
B

Draw Bell Curve
You can draw a Bell Curve over a distribution on the Bean Machine.

Draw
:
Bell Curve
:

Draw

Notice the three adjust boxes on this Bell Curve. Moving the mouse to one of
these boxes and holding the left mouse button down will allow to stretch the
Bell Curve to any shape you desire.

Bean Machine
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Draw
Loss Function
Draw Loss Function
The Taguchi Loss Function can also be drawn by pressing the Loss Function
L

button on the Draw Tab.
Draw

:
Loss Function
:

Draw

Notice the two adjust boxes on each Loss Function Line. Moving the mouse
to one of these boxes and holding the left mouse button down will allow to
stretch the Loss Function Line to any shape you desire.
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Draw
Trace Ball Path

W
Draw

Trace Ball Path
The Trace button on the Draw Tab will trace a single Bean’s path from top to
bottom on the Bean Machine. The path is erased before the next bean is
dropped. Note: This only works in the single Bean Drop mode.

:
Trace Ball Path
:

Draw

H
BeanMach
:
Single Step
:

Single Step Mode
Trace works best in the Single Step Mode.

BeanMach

BeanMach
:
Advance Step
:

Draw

Advance One Step
This will advance the Bean one step.

Bean Machine
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Draw
Display Reject & Sort
Show Good/Reject
The Show Good/Reject will display the beans that are outside the limits in a
different color.

R
Draw
:
Show Good/Reject
:

Draw

Inspect (Remove out of Spec)
The Beans that are out of spec can be removed from the distribution by this
option. Note: This option cannot be undone.

I
Draw
:
Inspect (Remove
Out of Spec)

Draw
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Draw
Move Actual Distribution to Input
U

You can move the current Actual distribution up to the Input distribution by
selection this option.

Draw
:
Move Actual
Distribution to Input

Draw

Before move

This is useful for showing the effects of one process on another downstream
process.

After move

Bean Machine
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BeanMach
Create a Bean Machine
You can create a new Bean Machine by selecting the New Bean Machine
option.
You should see this Define Bean Machine dialog screen. This will allow you
to create a Bean Machine from the many options available.

BeanMach
:
New...
:

BeanMach

We first need to define the different elements of the Bean Machine.
Funnel
Process Pins

Sample
Sample Bar
Measurement Pins
Measurement Sample
Measurement Sample Bar
Process/Measurement Output

Actual/Measured Output Values
Columns

Limits
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BeanMach
Create a Bean Machine

Pin Type allows you to select a different look for the pins that the balls drop
through. The different pin types are only for looks and have no impact on the
process. If we were to select this 3-D pin type we would get a 3 dimensional
pin for our process that looks like this:

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Create a Bean Machine
You can select a Load Distribution to be loaded into the Input of the Bean
Machine, or the Funnel (controls movement of funnel), or Actual or Measured.
Below is a description of each option.

None
All Beans are dropped from the current funnel position and are only influenced by
the pins
Input
If you select this you will have two choices available in the type of input Selection:
Choice 1: Drop beans through a wide
funnel . Falling through the pins will
add to the total variation.
Choice 2: Drop the beans through a
narrow funnel. This is done for looks
only. It is the same as not having an
input distribution.
Funnel
The funnel moves based on the distribution to the position of the bean value .
Actual
The beans fall out of a narrow funnel through the pins and end up in this
distribution.
Measured
The beans fall out of a narrow funnel through the pins and end up to form this
measured distribution.
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BeanMach
Create a Bean Machine
You can also select the Input Flow Type when loading a distribution.

You can select from one of the following options:
Last In First Out
If you had balls 1,2,3,4,5 in the distribution they would come
out 5,4,3,2,1. 5 was the last in but the first one out.
First In First Out
If you had balls 1,2,3,4,5 in the distribution they would come
out 1,2,3,4,5. ! Was the first one in and the first one out.
Random Out
If you had balls 1,2,3,4,5 in the distribution they might come
out 2,5,3,4,1 or any other order at random.

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Create a Bean Machine

You have two different options for setting up the output Scale. The first
option is to use the column numbers for the scale.

Column Numbers

To set the scale to a different range of
values, select the Value Option in the
Scale box. Then enter a Min value for
the left side of the scale and a Max
value for the right side. Next select a
format for the number from the drop
down list.

Defined Values
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BeanMach
Create a Bean Machine
There are two Resize Options for the Bean Machine.

Auto Resize tries to maintain the number of columns you selected. The bean
size is changed to do this.
Use Set Sizes maintains the Ball Size you select when changing the number
of columns.

You can also Define Balls by setting the Ball Color and Size.

If you want to select a Ball Size you must select the Use Set Sizes in the
Resize Options box. If you don't do this, Ball Sizes will be changed depending on the width of the Bean Machine.

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Events
Events
Event: A defined action to take place at a described time.
Clicking the Event tab will allow you to define events that will happen while
the Bean Machine is running.

To Add an event press the “Add Event” button. This window will allow you
to define when an event will occur at a time you also select. The following
steps define an event:

First, fill in the Ball Number that defines when an event will take place.
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BeanMach
Events
Second, select What To Change.
Depending on your selection you will have different choices for Amount and Type
of change.
Options for What to Change:
Rows of Pins
Type of Change
Change to= Change to number of rows defined by what is in the
Amount of Change Box.
Add to

= Add the Number of Rows in the Amount of Change box
to the current number of rows of pins.

Trend On = You will see a box appear to the right that will allow you
to define the number of balls to skip before adding each
trend amount. The default is 0 which means don't skip
any balls add the amount define by the Amount of Change
Box each time. If you put in a value of 2 then after the
Trend amount is applied it will not be applied again until
two balls have been run.
Trend Off = Shut off the trending.
Funnel Pos

Works same as Rows of Pins.

Bias

Works same as Rows of Pins.

Meas Rows of Pins Works same as Rows of Pins.
Change Option Set (Only works if a presentation is open)
Type of Change
Forward One Option = Move to the next Option set in Presentation.
Backward One Option = Move to Previous Option set in Presentation.
Go To Option = Go to the Option set defined in drop down list.
Window Shade On

Turn On Window Shade to Hide a portion of screen.

Window Shade Off

Turn Window Shade Off to show complete screen.

You can have multiple events on the same ball number.
The maximum number of events is 500.

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Events
All events will be displayed in a table like this:

You cannot edit an event, it must be deleted and then added as new. To delete
an event, press the Delete Event button. You will see this Dialog Box:

Type in the row number to delete. Click on “OK” and that event will be
removed from the list.
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BeanMach
Adjustments/Limits
Click on the Adjustment/Limits tab to define the adjustment strategies, Target,
Master, or Limits.

Adjustment rules
You may select any of the four adjustment rules:
1. No Adjustment.
2. Adjust/Memory.
Amount to move = Last Bean - Target
Move funnel to (current position - Amount to move)
3. Adjust/No Memory.
Amount to move = Last Bean - Target
Move funnel to (target - Amount to move)
4. Move Funnel to Last.
Move funnel to last bean position
Target Value
This allows you to change the Target Position, the position where the adjustment tries to put the funnel.
Master Value
This allows you to define the size of the Master Bean that will be used when
the Measure Master button is pressed. The Master is a White Bean that can be
dropped throught the measurement system.
Set Adjustment Limits
You can set the adjustment limits (when a part is outside these limits and there
is an adjustment mode selected, an adjustment will be made).
Display Limits
This option displays the limits on the Bean Machine.

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Sample/Chart
Press the Sample/Chart Tab to select the type of chart and sampling options.

Sample Size
Type in the sample size you would like to use. Remember:
If using a Median Chart use an odd number between 3 and 9.
If using a XmR Chart use 1.
If using Xbar and R use a number less than 20.
If using C-Chart use a number less than 20.
If Using P-Chart any number.
If using U-Chart any number.

Sample frequency
This allows you to set the number of beans between the samples. For example if the frequency was set to 20 and sample size is 5 then the machine
would run 20 beans then take a sample of 5.

Connect dots
This tells the chart whether or not to connect the dots with lines between
them.
Select any one of these chart types. Some of the charting options are more
appropriate than others and are included for comparison only. Make sure you
have set the proper sample size.
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BeanMach
Sample/Chart
Select any one of these chart types. Some of the
charting options are more appropriate than others
and are included for comparison only. Make sure
you have set the proper sample size, (see previous
page).

Control limits
There are two ways to have the Bean Machine calculate the control limits:
Calculate After x SubGroups
When this option is selected you will see a button that
allows you to select the number od subgroups to ignore
before calculating the control limits, in this case it is set at
four. Pressing the button will allow you to set it to any
number.
Calculate On Command
This option tells the Bean Machine to not calculate the
control limits automatically, but rather wait until you tell it
to calculate them by using the Calc button on the RunOrder
tab.
Do continuous Recalc after the 1st
This option recalculates the control limits continuously after
the first calculation.

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Sample/Chart
There are two options for the display of the Run Order Scale.

The first option starts at 0 and goes to 40, when explaining a histogram it is an
easy transition (a 90 degree roll to the left).

The second option starts at 40 and goes to 0, a more technically correct way to
plot data but the distribution must be converted in the viewer’s mind.

Must be inverted
in the mind.
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Display
Options
You have many display options to customize the Bean Machine to fit your
training and learning needs.

Input distribution
[X] Show Input Distribution
[ ] Hide Input distribution
If you have selected either of the two options on the Define Bean Mach tab
that have a input distribution you will see a distribution on the Bean Machine.
This option greatly reduces the space on the screen for the rest of the Bean
Machine.
Funnel
You have three options:
1. Show the funnel (default).
2. Show a scale (works well when doing manual adjustments).
3. None (don't show a funnel or scale).
Process Pins
[X] Show Process Pins
[ ] Hide Process Pins
Hiding the rows of pins has the effect of speeding up the Bean Machine.
After the initial showing of how the Bean Machine works, remove the rows
of pins to increase the screen work area.
Sample Scale
[X] Show Sample Scale
[ ] Hide Sample Scale
You can show/hide the sample scale. The sample scale allows you to see the
Beans that have been selected for the sample.

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Display

There are two ways to show measurement bias on the Bean Machine:

Actual
Bias
Measured

Measurement Bias
[ ] the scale on the measurement system is moved to show bias.
[X] A movable ramp will be added to the measurement system. Pressing the
measurement system adjustment buttons will move the ramps accordingly.

Bias

I would suggest that you use the normal method (moving scale) unless you
are working with linearity.
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Display
Measurement Pins
You have the option to hide the measurement rows of pins.
[x] Show measurement pins
[ ] Hide measurement pins
Measurement Scale
The measurement scale may be hidden.
[x] Show measurement scale
[ ] Hide measurement scale
Distribution
You have three options:
1. Process Dist. (display the actual distribution).
2. Meas. Dist. (display the measured distribution).
3. None (do not display a distribution).
Rows of pins
This sets the number of Rows of pins in the Process. The area on the screen
for the rows of pins will stay the same, so different settings here can greatly
influence what the Bean Machine will look like. The more rows the more
dense the rows of pins.
20 Rows

40 Rows

Rows of pins for the Measurement work the same.

80 Rows

Bean Machine
Set linearity
Linearity can be defined for the measurement system.

BeanMach
Display

Linearity is the change in the amount of ramp from left to right.
Note: The Measurement Bias Display Option must be selected to activate
this button.
Press the Set Linearity button and you will see this:

There are two sets of controls. One for left hand bias and one for right hand.
Press the left scroll to increase the linearity to the left. Press the right scroll
bar to set the amount of linearity to the right.
Pressing either of the two Zero Linearity buttons will zero the linearity for
that side.
The Bean Machine Created will display Linearity like this:

Linearity
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Create
Press the “OK” button to create the Bean Machine you have defined.

BeanMach
:
Edit...
:

BeanMach

Edit
If you want to make changes to a Bean Machine that you have created, select
the Edit option. This will display the Define Bean Machine screen.

Bean Machine
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Display Options
Bias Left/Right
If the measurement system is displayed then
selecting this option will move the Bias to the left or Right.

Bias Left

F7

Bias Right

F8
BeanMach
Move
Bias Left
Bias Right

BeanMach

Actual/Measured Display
When the measurement system is being used you have two different sets of
data; the Actual (no measurement error), and the Measured data.
Actual

Measured

J
BeanMach

Press the Actual/Measured button to toggle back and forth.

:
Show Measured
Balls
:

BeanMach
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Chart Options
J
BeanMach
:
Chart Data
:

BeanMach

]
BeanMach
:
Dump Balls
:

BeanMach

Chart Data
If you are using one of the Stat charts with the Bean Machine, you need to
tell the Bean Machine to plot the sample data on the chart. Run the Bean
Machine until a sample is taken. Press the Chart Data button to plot this data
on the chart. Note: If there is a measurement system displayed then the Beans
will be dropped through the measurement system before the data is plotted
(Only measured data is plotted on the chart). If no measurement system is
displayed, then the actual data is used.
This button has no effect when using the Run Order chart.

Dump Balls
This button will dump the balls on the sample bar to the pile of balls.

Bean Machine

BeanMach
Measurement Options
There are several options for measuring/remeasuring the Beans. To use these
options one needs to understand several things relative to the measurement
system on the Bean Machine.
First Ball on Sample Bar
Sample
Sample Bar

Measurement Sample Bar

The sample bar is where parts are placed before they are measured.
The measured sample bar is where the Balls rest after they are measured.
The first ball of the sample is a different color than the other balls. This ball
can be dropped through the measurement system without the others.
The Master Ball is a white Ball that is dropped from the Master position
defined when you create a Bean Machine on the Adjustments/Limits Tab
Master Value. See Page 66.
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Measurement Options

P

Clear and Measure Balls

BeanMach
Measure
Balls after clearing

BeanMach

Ghost Image of Actual Balls
before measuring

Measured Balls
Measured First Part

Pressing the Clear and Measure button clears any Balls on the Measured
Sample Bar and drops the Sample Balls through the measurement system. If
you press this button again these parts on the measurement system will be
cleared and balls will be dropped again.

Q
BeanMach
Measure

Measure Balls
Pressing the Measure Balls button drops the sample balls through the
measurement system. It does not clear the Measured Sample Bar first. The
balls are added to any that are on the measurement sample bar.

Balls

BeanMach

Notice the accumulation of balls on the measured sample bar.

Bean Machine
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Measurement Options
Measure Master
M
BeanMach
Measure
Master

Master Ball
(actual size is 20)

BeanMach

This will drop a Master Ball through the measurement system. The Master
Ball is a white Ball that is dropped from the Master position defined when you
create a Bean Machine on the Adjustments/Limits Tab Master Value (see
page 66).

Remeasure Part #1

N
BeanMach
Measure

Part #1 before measuring

Re-Measure Ball #1

BeanMach

Part #1 measured twice

This will Remeasure Part #1. The measured sample bar is not cleared. This
option works well for showing ways to monitor the measurement system over
time.
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Bead Box

A Bead Box is a box
that contains beads of
different colors. A
paddle with holes in it,
is used to take
samples. It is used for
teaching probability
theory and the Deming
red bead exercise.
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Quick Start
Create
Click on the Quick Bead Box button to create a default Bead Box.

Note: If the Quick Screen is not showing Click on the Quick Button.
The default Bead Box will be produced and looks like this:
P-Chart
Bead Box
Sample Paddle

Bead Box

83

Bead Box
Running the Bead Box
Mix button
Pressing the Mix button starts the Beads mixing. They will continue mixing
until this button is pressed again.

Bead/Chip
:
Mix Parts
:

Bead/Chip

Sample and plot button
The Sample button tells the Bead Box to take a sample and plot the results.

or
VF
Bead/Chip
:
Chart Data
:

Bead/Chip
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Sample Size
Bead/Chip
:
Set Sample Size...
:

Change sample size button
Press the Sample Size button to change the sample size. Type in the new
sample size and the next sample taken will be this size. Note: To have the
control limit change you must be using a P-Chart or U-Chart. If you are using
any other chart you must recalculate the limits from the Chart Tab, or clear
the chart.

Bead/Chip

Bead/Chip
:
Clear
:

Clear
The Clear button on the Bead/Chip Tab will allow you to clear the chart and
start new.

Bead/Chip

Bead/Chip
:
Edit
:

Edit
This allows you to change the configuration of the Bead Box.

Bead/Chip

The

Single Step button is not used on the Bead Box.

Bead Box

Bead Box
Create
Create Bead Box
Pressing the Create button brings up a dialog box where you can choose
between creating a Bead Box or Chip Box.

Bead/Chip
New
Bead Box

Bead/Chip

Select what you want to create, a Bead Box or Chip Box.
In our case we want to select Bead Box. Press the OK button to continue, you
will then see this window that allows you to define the parameters of the Bead
Box.

Bead Box Define default sample size
This box allows you to set the default sample size when samples are taken on
the Bead Box.
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Bead Box
Sample Size
Define Ball size
You can select the size of Beads by picking one of these preset sizes. The
bigger the bead the fewer beads will be in the box.

Bead Box Define select color to lock on
You can select the primary fill color (non-rejects) of beads that will be in the
box. In this case the fill color is white.
Bead Box Define percent ball mix
To change the percent of rejects in the Box pick a color that represents a
reject. In this case any color other than white. Using the mouse move the
cursor to the slider and holding the mouse button down, move the slider up or
down, this will increase or decrease the percent. Notice that the percentages
will change as the sliders are moved. Note: Any color other than the fill
color is considered a reject when plotting the data.

Bead Box

Bead Box
Chart Options

Chart Options
Press the Chart Options Tab to select the type of chart and sampling options.

Type of chart
You can select any one of these chart types. Some of the charting options are
more appropriate than others and are included for comparison only.
Make sure you have set the proper sample size also.
Chart Type

Number to Use

Median

3,5,7 or 9

XmR

1

X-Bar & R

Less than 20

C-Chart

Less than 20

P-Chart

Any number

U-Chart

Any Number

Note: If you select the X-Bar & R, C & U Chart, or Median Chart you will see
this displayed on the screen :
When using one of these types of
charts values are needed to do
calculations. The Set Ball Values
allows you to define the values for
each color of Bean. To change a
value, select the button under the
color you want to change and type in
the new value. The label on the
button should change to reflect this
value.
The standard values are 1,2,3,4,5.
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Chart Options
Control Limits
There are also several ways to have the Bean Machine calculate the control
limits:
After x Number of subgroups.
On Command.
Recalc continuous after first calculation.

Calculate after x samples
When this option button is selected you will see a button that
allows you to select the number of subgroups to ignore before calculating the
control limits. In this case it is set at four. Pressing the button will allow you
to set it at any number.
Calculate on command
This option tells the Bean Machine to not calculate the control limits automatically, but rather wait until you tell it to calculate them.
Do continuous recalc after first
You can have the Bean Machine continuously recalc the control limits after
the first calculation by checking this box.
Connect dots
This tells the chart whether or not to connect the dots with lines between
them.
OK Button
Press OK to use the defined values to Create a Bead Box.

Bead Box

Bead Box

Blank page in manual
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Chip Box

A Chip Box is box that
contains numbered chips
(like poker chips) whose
numbers are made up
from a described distribution. It's primary used
is teaching attribute
control charts.
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Quick Start
Create
Click on the Quick Chip Box button to create a default Bead Box.

Note: If the Quick Screen is not showing Click on the Quick Button.
The default Chip Box will be produced and looks like this:
C-Chart
Chip Box
Sample Paddle

Chip Box

93

Chip Box
Running the Chip Box
Mix button
Pressing the Mix button starts the Chips mixing. They will continue mixing
until this button is pressed again.

Bead/Chip
:
Mix Parts
:

Bead/Chip

Sample and plot button
The Sample button tells the Chip Box to take a sample and plot the results.

or
VF
Bead/Chip
:
Chart Data
:

Bead/Chip
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Sample Size
Bead/Chip
:
Set Sample Size...
:

Change sample size button
Press the Sample Size button to change the sample size. Type in the new
sample size and the next sample taken will be this size. Note: To have the
control limit change you must be using a P-Chart or U-Chart. If you are using
any other chart you must recalculate the limits from the Chart Tab, or clear
the chart.

Bead/Chip

Bead/Chip
:
Clear
:

Clear
The Clear button on the Bead/Chip Tab will allow you to clear the chart and
start new.

Bead/Chip

Bead/Chip
:
Edit
:

Edit
This allows you to change the configuration of the Chip Box.

Bead/Chip

The

Single Step button is not used on the Chip Box.

Chip Box

Chip Box
Create
Create Chip Box
Pressing the Create button brings up a dialog box where you can choose
between a creating a Bead Box or Chip Box.

Bead/Chip
New
Chip Box

Bead/Chip

Select what you want to create, a Bead Box or Chip Box.
In our case we want to select Chip Box. Press the OK button to continue, you
will then see this window that allows you to define the parameters of the Chip
Box.

The Chip Box allows you to define what the distribution of Chip numbers will
look like. You do this by drawing in the distribution. As you move the
mouse accross the screen notice the Ball Number change. This is the Ball
number of the column the cursor is in.
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Chip Box
Define Chip Numbers
Holding the mouse down tells it to fill that ball number column to the height
defined by the cursor position. For example, move the cursor to ball column 1
and move it to about half way between the top and bottom.
Hold the left mouse button down and move the mouse across the screen.

You should have something that looks like this. This would create a distribution of Chips that would have approximately an equal number of Chips of each
number.
Now try drawing a more normal distribution:

The main purpose of being able to define the distributions is for showing why
C-Charts & U-Charts tend to be constantly out of control.

Chip Box
Change # of Cols

Chip Box
Create Options

Press the Chg. # of Cols button to change the number of columns displayed.
The number can be between 2 and 100.

This shows what 40 columns would look like.
Changing the Columns will clear the current distribution.

Sample Size
The sample size box defines the size of sample to be taken.

Generate Quantity
The Generate Quantity box allows you to set the number of chips total to be
generated when saving a distribution. See the View Data Tab.
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Chip Box
Load Distribution
Distributions from the Bean Machine can be loaded into the Chip Box by
selecting one from the drop down menu.

The run-order of the distribution is ignored.

Chip Box

Chip Box
Charting
Chart Options
Press the Chart Options Tab to select the type of chart and sampling options.

Type of chart
You can select any one of these chart types. Some of the charting options are
more appropriate than others and are included for comparison only.
Make sure you have set the proper sample size also.
Chart Type

Number to Use

Median

3,5,7 or 9

XmR

1

X-Bar & R

Less than 20

C-Chart

Less than 20

P-Chart

Any number

U-Chart

Any Number

Note: If you select the P-Chart Fixed or Variable you will see the Percentages
Based On Option:
When working with P-Charts you have two options
to calculate percentages:
1. Set specifications. If a chip is out of spec it is
bad, otherwise it’s good. The percent is based on
percent out of spec.
2. Relate the Chip value to a Max Chip value to
calculate the percent. For example if you have a
chip with a value of 29 then the percent would be
29% (29/100).
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Chip Box
Chart Options
Control Limits
There are also several ways to have the Bean Machine calculate the control
limits:
After x Number of subgroups
On Command
Recalc continuous after first calculation

Calculate after x samples
When this option button is selected you will see a button that
allows you to select the number of subgroups to ignore before calculating the
control limits. In this case it is set at four. Pressing the button will allow you
to set it at any number.
Calculate on command
This option tells the Bean Machine to not calculate the control limits automatically, but rather wait until you tell it to calculate them.
Do continuous recalc after first
You can have the Bean Machine continuously recalc the control limits after
the first calculation by checking this box.
Connect dots
This tells the chart whether or not to connect the dots with lines between
them.
OK Button
Press “OK” to use the defined values to Create a Chip Box.

Chip Box

Chip Box
View Data Tab
This Tab allows you to view and save the distribution to the list of distributions for use on the Bean Machine, or to be loaded again into the Chip Box.

Enter the Name for the distribution and press the Generate Button.
The distribution will be generated in random order.
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Chapter 6

Funnel

A Funnel is a device
used to explain
Deming's four funnel
rules. It is a funnel that
you drop a ball through
and plot the point where
the ball lands.
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Quick Start
Create Funnel
Click on the Quick Funnel button to create a single Funnel.

Note: If the Quick Screen is not showing Click on the Quick Button.
A Funnel will be produced that looks like this:

Funnel

Funnel
Running the Funnel

Run Button
The Run button starts the Funnel running and places dots on the target.

Funnel
:
Drop Balls
:

Funnel

Adjustment strategies can be selected from the drop down list. Your choices
are:
Rule 1: No adjustment
Rule 2: Move the funnel from its current position to a new position
equal to the distance away from the center of the target.
Rule 3: Move the funnel from the center of the target to a new
position that is equal to the distance the last part was away
from the center of the target.
Rule 4: Move the Funnel over the last part run.

Set Speed
You can increase or decrease the speed that the balls drop by clicking on this
arrow tab. Clicking on the Left side will decrease the speed, and clicking on
the right side will increase the speed.

Decrease

Increase
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Funnel
Create New Funnel
Funnel
:
New
:

New Funnel
The Funnel New button will place a another funnel on the screen. You can
create up to eight Funnels and have them displayed on the screen. Here is
what four funnels would look like on the screen.

Funnel

Active Funnel
Any of the buttons on the Funnel Tab only apply to the Active Funnel. To
Activate a Funnel move the mouse cursor to any place on the funnel you wish
to activate and click once.
Active
Not Active

Funnel

Funnel
Buttons
Funnel Edit button
Not used on the Funnel.

Funnel

Funnel

Funnel Clear
This will erase all of the dots on the Active Funnel.

:
Clear
:

Funnel

Funnel Single Step
The Single Step button puts the funnel in Single Step mode when down.
When the Run button is pressed, one dot is placed on the target. The funnel
then stops, waiting for the Run button to be pressed again.

Funnel
:
Single Step
:

Funnel
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Funnel
Explain Funnel Move
This button is used to help show rules 2 & 3. This button is used in conjunction with the Single Step button. For example press the Single Step button
down, then do the following:
Funnel
:
Explain Funnel
:

Funnel

ACTION
Press Run Button

Press Explain Button

RESULT
One dot will be produced.
A triangle will be displayed
which shows the amount of the
move to get the dot back to the
center.

Press Explain Button Again

A duplicate triangle will be
displayed. It will be positioned
on the center of the funnel
showing where the funnel will be
moved.

Press Explain Button Again

Both triangles will be removed.

Funnel
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Funnel
Buttons
Center Funnel
This button moves the Funnel to the center of the target.

Funnel
:
Center Funnel
:

Funnel

Draw Six Sigma Ellipse
The Sigma Ellipse button calculates the 6 sigma values in both the X and Y
directions and then plots an ellipse base on these 6 sigma values around the
data. This button is a toggle and when it is down, the ellipse will be shown.
When it is up it will not be shown.

Funnel
:
Center Funnel
:

Funnel
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Funnel
Buttons
Funnel
:
Calculate Stats
:

Calculate Stats
The Calc Stats button will calculate sigma’s for both the X and Y directions
and display their values in a window.

Funnel

Funnel
:
Display Spreadsheet

:

Funnel

Display Spreadsheet
Pressing this button allows you to display the Spreadsheet used to do the
calculations.

Funnel
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Funnel
Buttons
Dot Size
The Dot Size button changes the size of the dot being plotted on the screen.
Notice that each time this button is pressed the size of the dot will change
from Small to Large or Large to Small.
Small

Large

Funnel
:
Large Dots
:

Funnel

Connect Dots
The Connect Dots button will connect the dots as they are being displayed.
This is useful when showing rules 3 & 4.

Funnel
:
Connect Dots
:

Funnel
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Funnel
Misc. Options
Funnel
:
Change Dot Color
:

Change Dot Color
The Change Dot Color button allows you to change the color of the dots being
plotted.

Funnel

Funnel
:
Set Sample Size
:

Set Sample Size
This allows you to specify the number of dots to be plotted each time the run
button is pressed.

Funnel

Funnel
Select Magnification
200%
100%
50%
25%
12%

Funnel

Set Magnification
You can set the Magnification or Zoom level by clicking on this drop down
menu and choosing from one of the Zoom levels. Note: The bull’s-eye circles
do not change, only the placement of the dots.

Funnel
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Chapter 7

Stat Game

The Stat Game is a Computer simulation designed to be used in
a classroom. It allows students to run a process and collect
data. They can make adjustments to the process. A report
shows them how they did. This simulation can be used with up
to six teams, each team with their own process to run.
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Quick Start
Create
Click on the Quick Stat Game button to start the Stat Game.

Note: If the Quick Screen is not showing Click on the Quick Button.
You should see a Stat Game start up screen that looks like this:

The first step is to load a simulation. Press the Load Button.

Stat Game
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Stat Game
Initial Setup

You will have a choice from several simulations that have been saved. For
this example let’s use the Standard one. Click on it and press the OK button.

Before starting the Stat Game there are several parameters that need to be set.
These parameters are:

Number of teams playing (1 to 6).
Allow measurement recheck (select this when
teaching measurement systems).
Allow Calculation of Average & Range (select
this when you will allow the computer to do
Avg. & Rng. calculations).
Allow printing of data (select this if you have a
printer connected to the computer).
Allow control limit calculation (select this if
you want the ability to have the computer
calculate Control Limits).
Click on the OK button to start the simulation.
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Stat Game
Run
This is what the simulation looks like for the parameters we selected. We
have the three teams we selected in the setup.

Let’s run Team 1. Press the Run Button on Team 1 simulation.
This is what the results look like:

Stat Game

Stat Game
Simulation Defined
At the top left of each simulation you will see a clock that shows the point in
time that the team is at in running the simulation.

Team Name
Each team has a number assigned to it.
The team can also can choose a name
and enter it into this box. This name will
be on each print out.
Stop
The Stop button is for panic stops, it
stops the simulation at the point in time
that the button was pressed.

While the simulation is running, events happen. If the students detect these
changes, they need the ability to make corrections and adjustments. The
following gives them that ability.
Machine Repair
Pressing the Machine Repair button will display this screen:
If an adjustment needs to be made, type in
the amount of change. For example:
Your data shows the average to be 3.015,
the target is 3.000, an adjustment of -.015
needs to be made. Type -.015 into the
amount to adjust.

If a change in the amount of variation is detected, checking the Repair
Machine box will make the corrections. The Repair Machine will bring the
Standard Deviation back to its original value.
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Stat Game
Simulation Defined
Gage Repair
Works the same as Machine Repair except the operation is performed on the
measurement system.

Hist
Pressing this button will display a histogram of the data produced for the
selected team.

Stat Game

Stat Game
Defined

Cost Button
Pressing this button will show a break down of costs for the selected team.

Day, Hour, Min and Sample Size
These are drop down lists that allow a student to select the time of the next
sample and the sample size. Click on the item to change and using the scroll
bar find the value you wish and click on it using the mouse.
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Stat Game
Defined

Calc Average & Range
Measurement ReCheck
Check Master
If the team wants to have
the computer calculate the
average and ranges, do a
measurement recheck or
measure the master, check
the appropriate box next to
each selection.
Calc Control Limits
This button will calculate the control limits.
Note: The Control Limits are calculated using the defined sigma value (this is
defined in the design mode). It does not calculate it using the samples!

Stat Game
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Stat Game
Tab Buttons

StatGame Create
This button brings up a New StatGame and allows you to run a new game.

StatGame Edit
The edit button does nothing on the StatGame.

StatGame
:
New
:

StatGame

StatGame Clear
The clear button does nothing on the StatGame.

StatGame Single Step
The single step button does nothing on the StatGame.

Spreadsheet Button
This button allows you to view the sample data for the active team.

StatGame
:
Spreadsheet On
:

StatGame

Print
Press this button to print the information on the active teams output form.
This gets sent to the printer.

StatGame
:
Print
:

StatGame
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Stat Game
Tab Buttons
StatGame
:
Settings...
:

Settings
If in the design of the simulation you define any settings, pressing this button
will allow the students the ability to view their current values and change
them if they wish.

StatGame

StatGame
Show Teams
:
All
:

StatGame

Display All Teams
To show all of the teams press the Display All Teams button.

Stat Game
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Stat Game
Tab Buttons
Select Team
To select a specific team press that teams button (1 thru 6).
StatGame
Show Teams
:
1
:

StatGame
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Stat Game
Designing Your Own Simulation
If you are familiar with working with spreadsheets, you can design your own
simulation using the StatGame.
Start a New StatGame to bring up this screen:

This area of the Product Setup defines the product, costs, and formatting of
the output.

Stat Game

Stat Game
Designing Your Own Simulation
The following is an explaination of each item.
D e s c r i p t io n

P ro d u c t N a m e

V a lu e

T h e n a m e o f th e p ro d u c t th e
s im u la tio n w ill b e p ro d u c in g

S ta rt M e a n

T h e p o s itio n o f th e c e n te r o f th e b e ll
c u rv e

S ta rt S tD e v

T h e S ig m a v a lu e fo r th e b e ll c u r v e

U pper S pec.
Low er S pec.
M a te r ia l C o s t
S e ll C o s t

T h e u p p e r s p e c lim it fo r th e p r o d u c t
T h e lo w e r s p e c lim it fo r th e p r o d u c t
T h e c o s t o f th e in c o m in g m a te ria l
T h e p ric e th e p r o d u c t is s o ld fo r

C ost O ut Low

T h e c o s t w h e n a p a r t is o u t o f s p e c
o n th e lo w s id e ( p r ic e - re p a ir c o s t)

C o s t O u t H ig h

T h e c o s t w h e n a p a r t is m a d e o u t o f
s p e c to th e h ig h s id e ( p r ic e - re p a ir
c o s t)

P a r ts /M in
To ta l P a r ts

P r o d u c tio n r a te o f th e p r o c e s s
T h e to ta l n u m b e r o f p a r ts to m a k e

C o s t to R e p a ir

T h e c o s t to r e p a ir th e m a c h in e ( p u t
S td e v b a c k to o r g in a l v a lu e )

C o s t to A d ju s t

T h e c o s t to a d ju s t m a c h in e

M eas. M ean

T h e s ta r tin g m e a s u r e m e n t m e a n

M e a s . S tD e v.

T h e s ta r tin g m e a s u r e m e n t S tD e v

S m a lle s t Va lu e

U s e d in p lo ttiin g th e h is to g ra m , it s e ts
th e lo w e s t v a lu e to b e p lo tte d

L a r g e s t V a lu e

U s e d in p lo ttin g th e h is to g r a m , it s e ts
th e h ig h e s t v a lu e to b e p lo tte d

N u m b e r o f H is to g r a m c e lls

T h e n u m b e r o f h is to g r a m c e lls to b e
p lo tte d
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Stat Game
Designing Your Own Simulation
Event List
Event: A defined action to take place at a described time.
You can have this simulation change while running. This is done by adding
events to the list of events. Click on the Events List tab.

To make a process change on a certain day and time, add an event to the list
that describes when and what to change.
Colum n Name

Description

Day The day you want the event to happen.
Time The time you want the event to happen.
X-Bar

If you want a change to the X-Bar put
the amount to add to the current X-Bar.

If you want to change the StDev put a
multiplier value in this column. The
StDev
Standard Dev. will be the starting StDev
times this value.
If you want to change the Measurement
Meas Mean Bias put the amount to add to it into this
column.
Meas StDev
Setting...

If you want to change the Meas StDev
put the multiplier in this column.
If you want to change a setting put its
new value in this column.

Stat Game

Stat Game
Designing Your Own Simulation
Settings
You can add up to eight different settings that can have defined effects on the
product you are producing. To add settings you will need to fill in the
following information on the Settings tab.

Row Nam e

D e s c rip tio n

Setting N am e

The nam e of the setting.

C urrent Value

The current (starting) value of the setting.

M in Value

The sm allest value this setting can be
changed to.

M ax Value

The largest value this setting can be
changed to.

M in E ffect

U sed in calculating the range of the
effect, used for calculating the slope.

M ax Effect

U sed in calculating the range of the
effect, used for calculating the slope.

Effect O n M ean

The form ula for the effect on the M ean.

Effect O n StD ev

The form ula for the effect on the S tD ev.

Extra C ells

C ells that can be used for anything.

Total M ean

The total effect on the M ean based on the
current settings and form ulas.

Total StD ev

The total effect on the StD ev based on
the current settings and form ulas.
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Stat Game
Designing Your Own Simulation
The Min Effect and Max Effect are used in defining the amount of change to
the product when you change a setting from the Min. Value to the Max. value.
For example:
Min. Value = 1
Max. Value = 5
Min. Effect = 0
Max. Effect = 1
The following table illustrates the relationship
between Settings and Effects.
Setting
Max Setting

Min Setting

Effect

5

1

4

.7 5

3

.5

2

.2 5

1

0

Max Effect

Min Effect

When you change the setting to 1 the effect on the product = 0.
When you change the setting to 5 the effect on the product = 1.
When you change the setting to 2 the effect on the product = .25

This assumes that you are using a formula for a linear effect in cell A7 of the
Settings Spreadsheet.
Cell A7 =((A2/(A4-A3))*(A6-A5))+A5

Stat Game

Stat Game
Designing Your Own Simulation
When finished designing your simulation click on the Setup Menu tab and
press the Save button.
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Chart

When using the Bead Box, Chip Box or Bean Machine (not run-order), this
Chart Tab becomes active and gives you access to the following Charting
options:

Chart Type
Click on the Chart Type Drop Down List and select the type of chart you want
to use.

F9
Chart
:
Edit Chart Parameters

:

Apply
When changing Chart Types, the new type does not get applied until you
press the Apply button.

Chart

Chart
:
Connect Dots
:

Chart

Connect Dots
This will toggle the lines between the dots on the chart On and Off.

Chart
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Chart
Erase Chart
Pressing this button allows you to erase the chart and start over. You will see
this confirmation window:

Chart
:
Clear Chart
:

Chart

Calculate Limits
To calculate or recalculate the control limits on the chart, press the Calc
button.

F11
Chart
:
Calculate Limits
:

Chart

Define Control Limit Calculation Range
You can define a specified range on the control chart to be used in the control
limit calculation. Pressing the define range button will display this dialog
box:

Set the beginning and ending subgroup to define the range used in the control
limit calculation.

Chart
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Presentation
Why create a Presentation?
If you were going to do a slide presentation, you wouldn’t create the slides
during the presentation. You would create the slides in advance and use the
presentation time to make your point, displaying the slides one at a time.
Using the Bean Machine, you wouldn’t want to create and configure your
machines during your presentation. You would want to pre-configure your
machines and use your presentation time to make your point, displaying the
machines one at a time.
Even the button pushing that makes the machine run can be automated in a
presentation. The end result is an animated, interactive slide show that can
demonstrate the point you want to make in a powerful fashion.

What is a Presentation?
Keeping in mind our previous example of a slide show, a presentation can be
thought of as a series of slides or “frames” in sequence. Each frame can only
contain one type of machine. This allows you to step though a series of
machines of similar or different type.
In addition to allowing you to create frames containing machines, the Presentation Manager allows you to change the configuration of those machines as
you step through your presentation. This is accomplished using option sets.
Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3

Frame 4

Machine

Machine

Machine

Machine

Option Set 1

Option Set 1

Option Set 1

Option Set 1

An option set is a “snapshot” of the way a machine is configured at a given
time. This allows you to deal with the large number of options that can be
used to configure a machine.
Let’s create an example to further illustrate the use of frames and option sets.
If we wanted to explain variation using a bean machine, we would use an
option set with the default configuration. On the other hand, if we then
wanted to explain blueprint specifications on that same machine, we would
re-configure the machine using another option set that contained limits.

Presentation Manager

Presentation
Using these examples, a presentation might be created that has the following
structure:
Frame 1

Bean Machine

Explain Bean
Machine

Frame 2

Frame 3

Bead Box

Chip Box

Demo C-Chart

Demo Normal
Distribution

Frame 4

Funnel

Show Rule One

The number of frames in a presentation and the number of option sets for a
machine are totally flexible. This gives you the ability to create a presentation
that can demonstrate almost any concept.
Any time you are going to use The Bean Machine to present ideas to a group
of people, it is well worth the time and effort to use the Presentation Manager.
The Presentation Manager helps to organize the concepts that you plan on
presenting, and allows you to focus on the presentation instead of the tool.
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Presentation
Create
Let’s create the following presentation:
Explain Variation
Explain Specifications
Do Red Bead Exercise
Explain C & U Charts
Explain Over Adjusting
The layout of the presentation we want to create would look like this:
Frame 1

Bean Machine

Explain Bean
Machine

Frame 2

Frame 3

Bead Box

Chip Box

Demo C-Chart

Demo Normal
Distribution

Frame 4

Funnel

Show Rule One

Our first step is to Create a presentation. To do this select the File Tab on the
Bean Machine.

File
:
New Presentation
:

Create New Presentation
Click on the New Presentation button to create a presentation.
You will see this dialog box. We need to enter a name for this presentation
let’s use “Test.bmw”.

File

Note: The presentation we will create is the same as the demo.bmw
presentation.

Presentation Manager

Presentation
Create
When we click the OK button we will see this dialog box asking for what type
of machine we want in our frame. The first item we want to cover in our
presentation is to Explain Variation so we will name this Frame “Explain
Variation”. The type of machine we want to add is a Bean Machine, so we
need to select it.

Next we will see the Bean Machine Design window. Since we are going to be
talking about variation, the default Bean Machine will work. Click on the OK
button.
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Presentation
Create
Next we will get the “Snapshot Option Set” screen. All we need to do here is
give it an “Option Set Name”, we will call it Initial. This will give us an
Initial (or base) machine to go back to any time we want.

This Initial Bean Machine will be created and looks like this:

Presentation Manager
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Presentation
Create
The first thing we need to do in our presentation is to explain how the Bean
Machine works. To do this we will set the following Bean Machine options:
Single Step Mode

Trace Bean On

We can run it to make sure it’s what we want.

Snapshot Options
This looks OK so we need to Snapshot it.

File
:
Snapshot Options...
:

File
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Presentation
Create
Each time we Snapshot a set of options, we need to give it a name. We will
use “Single Step w/Trace”. Also we can give this Option Set a line of text to
display on the Status bar.

This is what this Option Set would look like. (The Option Set Name).

The Status Bar Caption

Frame Counter

Presentation Manager
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Presentation
Create

For the next snapshot we will turn the Trace and Single Step Off and put the
Slow Motion On.

Trace Off

Slow Motion On

Snapshot Options
Snapshot this set of options.

File
:
Snapshot Options...
:

We will call this Option Set “Slow
Motion”
File

The Caption will be “Driving to work
example”

The Option set name is used to let you know which option set is being
displayed The Status Bar Caption can be used to remind you what thoughts to
convey in your presentation.
Next we will change the speed of the Bean Machine to Normal, with one
Bean dropping.
Normal Speed
Snapshot Options
Take a Snapshot of it.
Name the Set and give it a caption.

File
:
Snapshot Options...
:

File
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Presentation
Create
Next we will put it into Multiple Drop mode.

File
:
Snapshot Options...
:

Snapshot Options
Take a Snapshot of it.

File

Call this Option Set “High Speed”
The caption will be “We will speed it up”

We can also add an Option Set to stop the Bean Machine from running. This
would be used when you have a large pile of beans and want to stop.
Note: When running a Presentation you have full control over all functions
of each machine. There are few controls on the Options like Run and Stop
that are included to help make a presentation easier.

Presentation Manager
To do this, do the following:
Snapshot Options
Click on the Snapshot Options button, give it a Name and Caption.
Then choose the “Turn Off” on the Run Button Options.

Presentation
Create
File
:
Snapshot Options...
:

File

Select the Turn Off
Option
The next portion of our presentation is to talk about specifications.
Select Adj./Limits Tab and turn Limits On.
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Presentation
Create
File
:
Snapshot Options...
:

Snapshot Options
Take a snapshot of the limits.
We will call it “Show Limits” and use the caption of “Explain Specifications”.

File

Next we will display the number of parts outside of the specifications.
File
:
Snapshot Options...
:

Snapshot Options
Give it a name of “Show Good/Bad” and a caption of “This is how many bad
we made”. In the “Stats Display Options” check the “Display Stats” and
select the “Good Bad” option.

File

Check Display Stats
Select Good/Bad

Presentation Manager
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Presentation
Create
We now have the first portion of our presentation complete. It looks like this:
Frame 1
Bean Machine
(Explain Variation)

Initial
Single Step w/ Trace
Slow Motion
Normal Speed
High Speed
Stop
Show Limits
Show Good/Bad

Next we need to add a Bead Box.
Add Frame
Press the Add Frame button to add the Bead Box. You will see the Add
Frame dialog box. We will name this frame “Red Bead” and select “Bead
Box” as the type.

File
:
Add Frame...
:

File
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Presentation
Create
Name the Option Set “Red Bead” and give it a caption of “Deming Red
Bead”.

Select Ok to use the default Bead Box.

We have now created this much of our presentation:
Frame 1
Bean Machine
(Explain Variation)

Initial
Single Step w/ Trace
Slow Motion
Normal Speed
High Speed
Stop
Show Limits
Show Good/Bad

Frame 2
Bead Box
(Red Bead)

Presentation Manager
Now we need to create a Chip Box.
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Presentation
Create

Add Frame
Click on the Add Frame. The name will be “Chip Bowl” and Select the type
as “Chip Box”.

File
:
Add Frame...
:

File

Draw in a distribution of Chips to be placed in the bowl. Press OK.

Name this Option Set “Chip Box” and the caption of “Poker Chips with numbers”.
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Presentation
Create
Our presentation now contains the following:
Frame 1
Bean Machine
(Explain Variation)

Frame 2
Bead Box
(Red Bead)

Frame 3
Chip Box
(Chip Bowl)

Initial
Single Step w/ Trace
Slow Motion
Normal Speed
High Speed
Stop
Show Limits
Show Good/Bad

Now all that is needed is a Funnel.
File
:
Add Frame...
:

File

Add Frame
Press the Add Frame button to add the funnel.
We will give it a name of “Funnel” and select the type as
“Funnel Machine”.

Presentation Manager

Presentation
Create
Funnels are different from the Bean Machine, Bead Box and Chip Box by
being able to have multiple Funnels open on a Frame. Because of this we
must name each funnel. The following Dialog Box is asking for this funnel’s
name. We will call it Funnel 1.

We have just created our presentation. It has 4 frames.
Frame 1
Bean Machine
(Explain Variation)

Frame 2
Bead Box
(Red Bead)

Frame 3
Chip Box
(Chip Bowl)

Frame 4
Funnel
(Funnel 1)

Initial
Single Step w/ Trace
Slow Motion

Frame 1 has a Bean Machine called Explain Variation.
The Bean Machine has 8 option sets.

Normal Speed
High Speed
Stop
Show Limits
Show Good/Bad

There is no need to save a presentation since it is saved to a database while
it is being created.
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Presentation
Running
Let’s run our presentation.
Select Open Presentation from the Quick Screen.

File
:
Open Presentation...
:

File

This is the Initial Option Set for Frame 1 (of 4).

Presentation Manager
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Presentation
Running

In this case the Initial Option set is not needed, so press the Next Option
button.
Next
Option

F8
View

Notice the Option Set Name we gave this option set.

:
Next Option
:

Also the Caption is being displayed.
Holding the space bar down will cause a Bean to fall slowly through the pins,
with a line tracing its path.
Continue to press the Next Option button until you have completed all of the
options for the “Explain Variation” frame.
Next
Option
Previous
Option
You can also back up in a presentation by pressing the Previous Option
button. Note: Attempts are made to retain as much of the previous options
as possible, but sometimes backing up in a presentation will produce strange
results.

F8
View
:
Next Option
:

F7
View
:
Previous Option
:
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Presentation
Running
F7
View
:
Next Frame
:

Next Frame
We can go to the Red Bead frame by pressing the Next Frame button.
Next
Frame

We can run the Red Bead using the Space Bar to mix and sample using the
“S” or “C” keys.
F7
View
:
Next Frame
:

Next Frame
Press Next Frame to show the Chip Bowl frame.
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Presentation
Running
Next Frame
Press Next Frame to show the last frame, the Funnel.

F2
View
:
Next Frame
:

There are several other ways to navigate through a presentation:
We can back up a frame by pressing the Previous Frame button.
Previous
Frame
We can also use the Drop Down List on the “File” Tab to select the
frame we wish to go to.

F3
View
:
Previous Frame
:

View
:
Go to Frame...
:
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Presentation
Running
Select the “Explain Variation” item from this drop down list of frames. This
should display a Frame with the Bean Machine on it.
When the “Explain Variation” frame is showing, you can select any of the
Option Sets for this machine from its drop down list.

File
:
Close Presentation...
:

File

Close Presentation
Pressing the Close Presentation button will close the presentation that is open.
You can only have one presentation open at a time.
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Misc. Snapshot Options
There are several items on the Snapshot Options dialog screen that have not
been discussed. We will discuss them now.
Save Distributions on Exit
When you move forward and backward through option sets in a presentation,
there will be times you want to retain the distribution of beans. Save
Distribution(s) allows you to choose what to do. If you want to save a
distribution when leaving a frame, select the “Save Distribution(s)” option.

You also have a choice for which distribution(s) to save. Check the ones you
want to keep and give the group a name for reference. Saved distributions get
added to the lists of distributions. If we selected all three (Funnel, Actual and
Measured) and use the name of “Limits”, we would get the following added
to the list of distributions:
A:Limits
F:Limits
M:Limits

(Actual Distribution)
(Funnel Distribution)
(Measured Distribution)
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Presentation
Misc. Snapshot Options
Pre-Load Distribution
You can Pre-Load one distribution per option set by selecting where to load it,
the name of the distribution, and the Input Flow Type.

Load it Into Input
Name of Distribution

First in First Out Flow

There will be times when changing options in a presentation that you will not
want one of the following changed:
Funnel
Limits
Process Pins
Meas. Pins
Meas. Bias
Stop On Bottom
Stop On Out of Spec.
Stop On Sample

Presentation Manager

Presentation
Misc. Snapshot Options
Update
Uncheck the items you do not want changed when using this option set.

Push Button
Options

When you snapshot a machine, all of the options (including toggle button
settings) are recorded to be played back with the Option Set. Some buttons
perform an action rather that specify a setting (i.e., the Clear button). These
buttons are included here as toggle buttons so that these actions can be
performed when the option set is loaded.

Stats Display Options
You can have different Stats displayed in an Option set by selecting the
Display Stats and choosing which stats to display. Your choices are:
Good/Bad
Process StDev
Meas. StDev
Control Limits

(Parts out of spec.)
(Show calculated StDev for Actual distribution)
(Show calculated StDev for Measured distribution)
(Calculate and display control limits)

Add to Current Machine
Selecting this check box will automatically add this option set to the current
machine. The default is to add it.
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Presentation
Arrange Frames
File
:
Arrange Frames...
:

Arrange Frames
If you want to change the order of the presentation, select the “File” tab and
Press the Arrange Frames button. Select the frame to move and press the Up
or Down arrow to move it.
Select Frame to Move

File

Click on Up or Down
Arrows to Move

File
:
Delete Frame
:

Delete Frame
Pressing this button will Delete the Current Frame you are on, along with any
machines it contains.
Use this with caution!

File

File
:
Edit Master Options...

:

File

Edit Master Options
Pressing this button will allow you to edit a Master Option. If you use the
same option set on different machines changing it here will change all
occurrences on all machines.
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Presentation
Arrange Options
Arrange Options
This option allows you to arrange a machine’s options. You can also add,
remove or edit that machine’s options. Select the Machine type (Bean
Machine, Bead/Chip box or Funnel) and then select the Machine’s name from
the drop down list.

File
:
Delete Frame
:

File

These are the Options
for the selected
machine
The scissors will
remove an option
The arrow keys will
move the option up or
down

Click on Option set you want to add.
To remove an option, select it and press the scissors button.
To move an option, select it and press the Up or Down arrow keys to move it.
If you want to change the machine’s options press the Edit Machine Option
button, you will see the Edit Option Set dialog screen.
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Window Shade

K
View
:
Window Shade
:

Window Shade
When using the Bean Machine there may be times when you want to cover a
portion of the screen. The Window Shade is designed to do this. The
Window shade button is located at the bottom of the screen.
Window Shade

Press the button down will display this Window Shade. Pressing it again
(button up) will remove it.
Move mouse
cursor to here
and hold left
mouse button
down and drag
to desired
location.

You can resize it by moving the mouse cursor to one of the corners and hold
the left mouse button down and stretch to the desired size.
You can also move it by moving the mouse cursor to the Title bar, then hold
the left mouse button down and drag it to the location you desire.
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Presentation
Window Shade
Here the Window Shade has been moved and resized to cover the Bean
Machine Pins and Funnel.

Load Window Shade Image
You can load a picture into the Window Shade by pressing the Load Window
Shade Image button on the “File” tab. The only image type supported is a
Window Meta File. The file extension must be “.wmf”.

File
Load Window
Shade Image...

File
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Maintain Distributions
File
:
Maintain Distributions...

:

Maintain Distributions
The maintain distributions screen will allow you to remove unwanted
distributions from the drop down list of distributions. It will also allow you to
move distributions into and out of a presentation. When you are running a
presentation, all distribution data is stored into the database for that presentation. When you are not running a presentation, the data is stored into a
separate file (distdata.fil). There will be times when you will want to move a
distribution from one place to another. Maintain Distributions is the way to
do it.
Presentation
Distributions

Non-Presentation
Distributions
Double click on a
Distribution to move
from one side to the
other (you can move
either way), or use the
Move button on the
bottom of this dialog.
These windows show
the added or deleted
distributions.

Press the Remove button to remove a distribution.
Note: If a presentation is not open, only the Non-Presentation portion of
the dialog will be shown.
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Show Tabs
Show Tabs
The Button Tabs at the top of the Bean Machine take up a lot of screen real
estate. You can hide the tabs by pressing the Show Tabs button.
Down = Show Tabs
Up = Hide Tabs

This is what the Bean Machine looks like with the Tabs hidden.

View
:
Show Tabs

:
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Blank page in manual

Buttons Defined

BeanMach
Run Bean Machine (drop balls)

Speed
Modes

Clear

I

Fast Mode

F2

Mutiple Drop

H

Single Step

>

Slower

@

Faster

F5

Clear

* O
Limit
Commands

End

Page
Down

Display
Commands

Move Active Limit Left
Move Active Right
Move Funnel Left

Funnel
Move

Stop
Commands

Show Limits On/Off

Move Funnel Right
F6

Stop When Out of Spec

F12

Stop When Ball Hits Bottom

F12

Stop After Taking Sample

D

Average Display

U

Range Display

L

Individual Display

H



View Histogram
Connect Dots
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Buttons Defined

Bean Machine
F11

Distributions

Draw
Mode

Q

Snapshot Distribution

P

Load Distribution

O

Overlay Distribution

N

Keep Distribution

X

Overlay “Keep” Distribution On/Off

I

Move Actual Distribution UP to Input

B

Bell Curve Draw

W

Trace Ball Path

R

Show Good/Reject

U

Inspect

F7

Move Bias Left

F8

Move Bias Right

J
Main
Measurement

Calc Control Limits

J

Show Measured Balls On/Off
Plot Data On Chart

]

Dump Balls

P

Clear and Measure Sample

Q

Measure Sample

M

Measure Master

N

Remeasure Part #1

Buttons Defined

Bead & Chip Box
Mix Balls

F or V

Sample And Plot

Funnel
Run
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